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Abstract

We propose in this paper to use NLP approaches to
extract and validate induced syntactic relations (Verb-
Object). We employ syntactic parser and a semantic prox-
imity measure to extract them. Then, we focus on a Web
Validation system, a Semantic-Vector-based approach, and
finally we propose approaches to combine both in order to
rank induced syntactic relations. The Semantic Vectors ap-
proach is a Roget-based method which computes a syntactic
relation as a vector. Web Validation uses a search engine to
determine the relevance of a syntactic relation. The sys-
tems combine Web Validation approach and Semantic Vec-
tors technique. We apply our approaches on corpus of news,
using ROC curves to evaluate the results.

1 Introduction

The semantic knowledge acquisition is an important
problem in Natural Language Processing (NLP). This
knowledge can be used for information retrieval and/or clas-
sification tasks. Many other NLP applications employ se-
mantic knowledge as automatic translation or indexing.

We can use syntactic informations to build semantic
knowledge [10]. Then we can use them to make concep-
tual classes (gathering of words). For instance, the words
house, hangar, and farmhouse can be gathered in a concept
construction. Actually, these concepts can be hierarchically
organized to build a conceptual classification. We focus in
this paper on the building of semantic knowledge by using
syntactic relations. Actually, syntactic relations are relevant
features of fields [5]. Two kinds of syntactic relations can
be used to build concepts. First, we have the original rela-
tions which can be extracted by a syntactic parser [16], [22].
The second kind of relations is based on the induced syn-
tactic relations. They are introduced by the ASIUM system
[11]. The ASIUM system consists in gathering the objects
of verbs considering as close by a quality measure. For ex-

ample, in figure 1, if the verbs “to consume” and “to eat”
are close, we can gather objects “fuel, vegetable, food, and
fruit”, which are obtained by syntactic informations. Other
approaches of the literature gather terms by using proximity
measures as [3].

Figure 1. Common and complementary ob-
jects of verbs “to consume” and “to eat”

Globally, we consider two verbs V1 and V2 as close if
they have a lot of common objects. Let ObjV1

1 ...ObjV1
n and

ObjV2
1 ...ObjV2

m the objects of the verbs V1 and V2, ObjV1
i

(i ∈ [0, n]) is called a common object if ∃j ∈ [1, m] where
ObjV1

i = ObjV2
j . If ObjV1

k (resp. ObjV2
k ) is not a com-

mon object then the V2-ObjV1
k relation (resp. V1-ObjV2

k ) is
called an induced syntactic relation and ObjV1

k is called
a complementary object. For instance, in the figure 1 the
induced relations are to eat fuel and to consume fruit. Note
that these induced syntactic relations represent new knowl-
edge because they are not present in the initial corpus. The
quality of the conceptual classes depends on the quality of
the induced relations (i.e. quality of the complementary ob-
jects).

Our aim in this paper is to extract relevant induced syn-
tactic relations to limit the task of the expert (e.g. to eat fuel:
Irrelevant vs to consume fruit: Relevant). Thus we propose
to rank these relations by using different approaches. We
propose to compare two approaches and finally combine
both. The first approach represents a syntactic relation as
a combination of different concepts based on a thesaurus.
The second approach consists in using statistical measures



based on the Web by considering the number of pages pro-
vided by a search engine.

We describe in the next section our validation approaches
which are used to rank induced syntactic relations. The sec-
tion 3 presents experimental results obtained by using a spe-
cific experimental protocol. The relevance of the automatic
protocol are then discussed. We finally conclude in the sec-
tion 4.

2 The ranking approaches

2.1 The Syntactic Verb-Object Relations

We present in this section how we get the induced syn-
tactic relations from a corpus. We firstly use the SYGFRAN
parser [6] to extract Verb-Object syntactic relations. Next,
we evaluate the semantic proximity between verbs of
extracted syntactic relations Verb-Object. To compute this
proximity, we use the Asium measure [12]. This measure
considers two verbs as close if they have a significant
number of mutual features (objects). More globally, we
consider the p and q verbs with their respective p1,...,pn and
q1,...,qn objects. NbOCp(qi) is the occurrence number of
qi object from q and p verbs (common objects). NbO(qi)
is the occurrence number of qi objects of q verb. Then, the
Asium measure is:

Asium(p, q) =

logAsium(
∑

NbOCq(pi))+logAsium(
∑

NbOCp(qi))

logAsium(
∑

NbO(pi))+logAsium(
∑

NbO(qi))

Where logAsium(x) equal to :
- for x = 0, logAsium(x) = 0
- else logAsium(x) = log(x) + 1

We finally conserve the complementary objects of the
closest verbs (determined by the Asium measure). Thus,
we obtain a list of induced syntactic relations based on the
complementary objects.

2.2 The Semantic Vectors approach

We present in this section our semantic vector approach,
used to evaluate the semantic proximity between a verb and
an object of a syntactic relation.
[23] argues that different features of a classic thesaurus like
Roget can be relevant to NLP tasks. Many Roget-based
usages are performed in some different areas of NLP (e.g.
Word-Sense Disambiguation [24], Information Retrieval
[4], Text Cohesion [18], Text Classification [7], or to
determine Semantic Similarity [17], [14]).

[14] uses the taxonomic structure of the Roget’s The-
saurus to determine semantic similarity. They consider two
words as close if they occur in the same semicolon group in
the thesaurus. Word pairs of the same paragraph are close.
Word pairs of different paragraphs, which have the same
part-of-speech tag and within the same category are quite
close. They obtain better results than usual measures as
LSA [15] or PMI-IR [20] by giving the correct answer of
TOEFL, ESL, and Reader’s Digest tests.
Our approach proposes to use a Roget-based approach as
similarity measure in a different context.

Actually, we measure the semantic proximity between a
verb and an object of an induced syntactic relation. This one
is compared with the verb and the object from the original
syntactic relation. With the figure 1, we measure the se-
mantic proximity between syntactic relations “to consume
– fruit” (induced relation) and “to eat – fruit” (real relation
in the corpus). The goal is to obtain a score for each in-
duced syntactic relation. This score enables to rank all the
relations. We chose to represent a syntactic relation as a se-
mantic vector. A vector is built by representing the terms
in a space based on 873 dimensions. This space is orga-
nized as a conceptual ontology defined in [1]. Each term
is indexed by one or many elements of this ontology. For
example, “to consume ” is relative to “nutrition, education,
meal, and bread”. The result of the semantic vector of the
syntactic relation “to consume food” is given in figure 2.

Figure 2. The semantic vector representation
of “to consume food”

This vector is a linear combination of the vector represen-
tation of “to consume” and “food”. The weights take into
account the syntactic structure (in our case, a verb and the
object) [6]. To measure the relevance of an induced syn-
tactic relation, we evaluate if this relation shares the same
concepts with the original syntactic relation. Thus, we com-
pare both vectors using the cosine measure. Cosine is the
computation of the scalar product of both vectors divided
by the norms product of both vectors. Our aim is to obtain
a ranking function based on this cosine measure to validate
induced syntactic relations. An example of the usage of the
semantic vectors approach is presented section 2.5.



2.3 The Web validation approach

We propose to use the Web to measure the dependence
between a verb and an object of an induced syntactic
relation. Finally we rank the syntactic relations by its
”Web popularity”. Thus, we query the Web with a syn-
tactic relation represented by a string (for instance the
French relation “consommer un fruit”). The query is
given by the nb(x) function which is the number of pages
provided by the search engine Yahoo by using an API
(http://api.search.yahoo.com). In French, language used
in our work, a verb and its object is usually separated by
an article. So we consider five usual French articles un,
une, (i.e. a), le, la, l’ (i.e. the) to compose our string
representing our query. Then, nb(v, o) is the number of
pages provided by the search engine for the Verb-Object
syntactic relation (v,o) where v and o are respectively the
Verb and the Object. The following formula presents the
nb(v, o) computation:
nb(v, o) = nb(v un o) + nb(v une o) + nb(v le o) +

+nb(v la o) + nb(v l’ o)

nb(v un o) is the value returned by the search engine
Yahoo for the string ”v un o”. Then, we apply a statistic
measure to compute the dependency between the verb v
and the object o from an induced syntactic relation. Works
of the literature using ranking functions ([21], [9]) have
estimated that MI3 (Cubic Mutual Information) was the
best behaving measure. We propose to apply this measure
to evaluate the quality of our extracted induced syntactic
relations. The MI3 is an empirical measure based on
Mutual Information (MI [8]), that enhances the impact of
frequent co-occurrences, something which is absent in the
original MI [9]. We define the MI3 as following:

MI3(v, o) = log
nb(v, o)3

nb(v)nb(o)
(1)

This measure enables to obtain a score to rank all the syn-
tactic relations. An example of the Web validation approach
is presented section 2.5.

Let us note that we experiment the Web validation ap-
proach on 60,000 induced syntactic relations (section 3).
Then we need 420,000 queries by using MI3 (1 for the
verb, 1 for the object and 5 for an induced syntactic relation:
60,000 × 7 = 420,000. Thus, the Web validation approach
is time-costly.

2.4 The combinations

To exploit the performance of Semantic Vectors (SV)
and Web Validation (WV) approaches, we propose to com-
pute a combined system of both methods.

2.4.1 Combination 1: A combined system with a vari-
ant scalar

We propose in the first combined approach to introduce a
scalar k ∈ [0, 1] to reinforce one or another approaches. The
results obtained with SV and WV methods are first normal-
ized. Next, we combine both results of SV and WV with
the following formula:

For a syntactic relation c,
combine scorec = k × SV + (1− k)×WV

2.4.2 Combination 2: An adaptive combined system

We present a second combined system between SV and WV
approaches: The adaptive combined system. First we rank
syntactic relations with Semantic Vectors (SV). Finally we
rank the n first syntactic relations (obtained with SV) with
the Web Validation technique. This second process (WV
applied on the ranked relations with SV) enables to accu-
rately sort these n syntactic relations. Thus, with this adap-
tive combination, SV proposes a global selection using se-
mantic resources, and WV manages this first selection.

2.5 An example with five syntactic rela-
tions

Table 1. The five syntactic relations used

We present in this section an example of our different
approaches previously described, the Semantic Vectors, the
Web Validation, and the combined approaches. We use five
French syntactic relations translated in table 1. This table
shows induced syntactic relations and the regular syntactic
relations (Verb with the object found in a corpus).

Table 2. The Semantic Vector approach

First we compute the Semantic Vector approach. We repre-
sent the induced syntactic relation and the regular syntactic



relation by semantic vector with SYGFRAN. Then we com-
pute the cosine. The results are given in Table 2. Next, we

Table 3. The Web Validation approach

query the Yahoo search engine to apply the Web Validation
approach. We are querying the Web for the verbs, the ob-
jects, and the syntactic relations. Then we can compute the
MI3. The results are given Table 3.

Table 4. Scores of combined approaches

We normalize results as shown in Tables 2 and 3 to compute
the first combined system. We chose to compute the first
combined system with k = 0.5, and we define a threshold
to 3 for the second combined system.

Table 5. The ranked syntactic relations

The results for both combined approaches are given in Ta-
ble 4. Table 5 presents the ranking of syntactic relations for
all computed measures in this example.

3 Experiments

3.1 Exerimental protocol

To measure the quality of induced syntactic rela-
tions extracted from a first corpus, we use a second
corpus. The first one is a corpus from Yahoo’s site
(http://fr.news.yahoo.com/): 8,948 news (16.5 MB). It is
used as test corpus. We called it corpus T. The second one
(corpus V ) is used as a validation corpus. V comes from the
French newspaper Le Monde. It contains more than 60,000

news (123 MB). We need it to determine if Induced Verbal
Syntactic Relations (IVSR) of corpus T are relevant. The
corpora T and V come from the same field. Thus, our aim
is to automatically recover IVSR of corpus T that exist in
corpus V. If an IVSR of corpus T appears in corpus V, we
consider it as positive, else it is negative. We use differ-
ent approaches presented in section 2 (Semantic Vectors,
Web Validation, and the Combined Systems) to rank induced
syntactic relations. To measure the quality of the obtained
ranking, we use the ROC curves.

Initially the ROC curves (Receiver Operating Character-
istic), detailed in [13], come from the field of signal treat-
ment. ROC curves are often used in the field of medicine
to evaluate the validity of diagnostic tests. The ROC curves
show in X-coordinate the rate of false positive (in our case,
rate of irrelevant induced syntactic relations) and in Y-
coordinate the rate of true positive (rate of relevant induced
syntactic relations). The surface under the ROC curve (AUC
- Area Under the Curve), can be seen as the effectiveness of
a measurement of interest. In the case of IVSR ranking, a
perfect ROC curve corresponds to obtain all relevant IVSR
at the beginning of the list. This situation corresponds to
AUC = 1. The interest of this measure is developed in
[19]. Note that an IVSR could be away in the validation
corpus but it does not mean that this verbal syntactic rela-
tion is really irrelevant. We choose this validation to have
an automatic validation based on a large amount of data.

3.2 Results

We present results for different thresholds. The goal of
our experiments is to have all positive relations at the top of
the list.

Table 6. AUC obtained with the Semantic Vec-
tors and the Web Validation approaches

Table 6 presents AUC with different thresholds using the
Semantic Vectors and the Web Validation approaches. Re-
sults obtained with Semantic Vectors are poor, very close of
a random distribution (AUC=0.5). This unsatisfactory re-
sults could be explained by the nature of the Semantic Vec-
tors. Actually, Semantic Vectors are composed of 873 gen-
eral concepts which are not always adapted to measure the
quality of IVSR. The Web Validation approach gives better



Table 7. AUC obtained with the first combined
system

Table 8. AUC obtained with the combinations
1 and 2

results. For the first syntactic relations (small thresholds)
the AUC are unsatisfactory. The Web Validation approach
is efficient for a large amount of syntactic relations. But our
aim is to obtain good results with small thresholds. This
process enables to extract a limited number of syntactic re-
lations in order to evaluate syntactic relations by an expert.

Thus, we propose to apply the first combined system.
The AUC obtained are given in Table 7. We propose to ex-
periment the parameter k ∈ [0.1...0.9] with an increment of
1/10. We do not report the k = 0 results (Web Validation)
and k = 1 results (Semantic Vectors). The results are par-
ticularly interesting for small values of the threshold with
k = 0.6 or k = 0.7.

Now we apply the second combination presented in sec-
tion 2.4.2. For example, for a threshold at 10, 000, we first
sort all syntactic relations with the Semantic Vectors ap-
proach and then, we sort these 10, 000 first syntactic rela-
tions using the Web Validation method. This approach im-
proves all previous obtained AUC (Table 8). For instance
with a threshold at 5, 000, the AUC of the second combina-

tion is 0.83 vs. 0.66 for the the first combination and 0.61
for the web validation (Table 8).

3.3 Discussion

The results given by the ROC curves are a well indication
to measure the quality of our presented approaches. But this
evaluation criterion does not give indications about the pre-
cision of our approaches. We define precision as the num-
ber of positive syntactic relations divided by the number of
syntactic relations.

Figure 3. Lift curve comparing Web Validation
and Combination 2 approaches

We present in figure 3, lift curves (precision in func-
tion of the number of syntactic relations) for the first 1, 000
syntactic relations using different approaches (threshold at
1, 000). The lift curve provides a global view of the pre-
cision. For a threshold lower than 300 (between 270 and
320 in figure 3), the precision is very interesting with the
second combination. It means that the best syntactic rela-
tions are placed at the top of the ranked list. These global
results confirm the AUC results (Table 8). We want to know
if the first syntactic relations ranked by the second combina-
tion are the same relations found by the Web Validation ap-
proach. For instance, for the 300 first relations found by the
second combination, 37 (12 %) are ranked between [0; 300[
with WS, 39 (13 %) between [300, 600[, 39 (13 %) between
[600, 900[, and 186 (62 %) are beyond. Thus, the syntactic
relations found with the second approach are not frequently
used in the Web (i.e. because they are not at the top of the
list returned by the Web Validation approach). Thus, we
discover new knowledge nuggets from a corpus.

4 Conclusion

An induced syntactic relation is a syntactic relation
which are not initially present in a corpus. To extract them



we measure the verb proximity. These syntactic relations
can be used for example to improve the ontology acquisi-
tion.

We present in this paper few approaches to validate and
to rank candidate syntactic relations. The first one con-
sists in representing syntactic relations by semantic vectors
which represent terms as combination of concepts of the
Larousse French thesaurus. Then, we measure the vector
proximity with the cosine measure.
The second one is a Web Validation method-based. It con-
sists in querying the Web with induced syntactic relations.
We use the Cubic Mutual Information to sort results given
by a search engine (Yahoo API). We finally combine both
previous approaches with two methods.

We evaluate our results with the ROC curves measure
and AUC. We obtain better AUC with a combination of Web
Validation and Semantic Vectors (second combination). We
discuss results with the precision measure to confirm that
first syntactic relations given by the second combination are
relevant. With this approach, we can for example improve
the ontology acquisition tasks using new knowledge, given
by induced syntactic relations. We consider as future work
to use the methods presented in this paper to improve the
ExpLSA approach [2]. ExpLSA enables to expand the con-
text to improve document classification tasks.
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